
DECISION – APPLICATION FOR LIMITED STANDING FOR  
PART I  BY DET. INSP. RANDY MILLAR 

 
 
On Thursday, August 28, 2008, I heard an application for limited 

standing brought by Det. Insp. Randy Millar.  I have considered the 

written submissions filed on his behalf and the oral submissions made 

by his counsel and counsel for the OPP.  For the reasons which follow, 

I am prepared to grant limited standing, but not provide all of the 

relief sought. 

 

By way of background, on November 17, 2005, I granted full standing 

to the OPP and the OPPA.  At that time, I advised all institutional 

parties that they should monitor the evidence as it unfolds and identify 

conflicts and/or potential conflicts as they arise.  It is my 

understanding that as a result of such monitoring the applicant was 

advised to retain independent counsel and that this has then led to 

this application. 

 

During the course of the oral submissions on this application, I sought 

some clarification as to why standing is required in this case.  I did so 

because in several other conflict situations, witnesses have retained 

independent counsel but there has been no application for limited 

standing.  I sought this clarification because this was not clear to me 

from the written submissions. 
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The answer I received from counsel for the OPP was that “the 

principles of natural justice require that he be able to test the evidence 

of others who are going to be called during our institutional response 

to address his conduct”.   

 

Although I have no evidence before me concerning the nature and 

extent of the conflict, I can surmise from counsel’s submission that 

there will be testimony from one or more OPP witnesses that allege 

some form of misconduct on the part of the applicant. 

 

While I am prepared to grant limited standing, the information I have 

been provided is insufficient to justify the relief sought. 

 

For the time being, I will grant the applicant’s limited standing as to 

the issues pertaining to alleged misconduct that would potentially put 

him in conflict with the OPP (and/or members of the OPPA). 

 

Commission counsel shall provide all disclosure documents relevant to 

the applicant’s interest to counsel for the applicant upon signing of the 

proper undertaking(s).   Commission counsel shall also provide 

Anticipated Evidence summaries of OPP witnesses that refer to alleged 

misconduct on the part of the applicant.  Counsel for the applicant 
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shall have the opportunity to cross-examine witnesses on matters 

relevant to the basis upon which this standing is granted. 

 

Should the applicant wish to apply for further relief at a later time, he 

is free to do so.  If this takes place, I trust that an evidentiary basis for 

such further relief, as may be requested, will be provided.      

 
 
Dated this 5th day of September, 2008 
 
 
 
 
___________________________ 
G. Normand Glaude 
Commissioner 
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